What Does the Surfrider Foundation Do?

By Bobbi Krueger

The August meeting speaker, Scott Harrison, Chapter Chairman for San Diego Surfrider Foundation came to “speak to the choir.”

Their organization focuses on conservation, activism, research and education regarding beaches, waterways, estuaries and the ocean. They are active regarding the Orange County toll road, which might still be approved, that it will affect the quality of the water at “Trestles” wave break at San Onofre. They conduct beach clean-ups and have been activists against construction of sea walls in San Diego. They are launching a program to test watersheds at the various County estuaries and lagoons. They work to educate the population about the overwhelming problem of plastic debris in the oceans of the world and visible plastic along our beaches.

Plastics in the ocean never degrade, but also don’t stay in their original bottle and bag shapes. They degrade to pellets or microscopic particles which are then ingested by fish or birds who ultimately consume them. These “nurdles” remain inside the fish/bird’s until there is insufficient room for nutritional food. Starvation with a full stomach of plastic is the result.

Questions, encouraged from the audience, led the talk to desalination issues and comparison of cost for same versus re-treating secondary-treatment water to make it potable (tertiary desalination). Tertiary treated water in Orange County is pumped into aquifers where it is mixed with the normal potable water supply and enters the normal home water supply. Ground geology in San Diego is different and not conducive to this exact reintroduction of treated water, and therefore a hard sell.

A concern with the proposed addition of a desalination plant near the Encina Power Plant is the number of Garibaldi larvae that presently get sucked into the Plant’s ocean-intake and how expansion of facilities there would increase that already impactful situation.

Want to know more? Go to www.surfridersd.org and also www.algalita.org
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From the President

As the summer draws to a close, I think it is an appropriate time to reflect on the progress we have made over the last year and to consider the challenges ahead for the remainder of the year. It has been an exciting and productive year thus far. The incredible commitment of the Whacky Weederers, as well as the not so whacky weederers, has improved the appearance of the Reserve immensely. Thanks to the coordination of Alan Bennett and the efforts of the Geriatric Patrol, we have eight new benches for the Children’s Program as well as other groups coming to the Reserve. In addition, the previously existing benches are in better shape than they have been in years. We can also thank the generosity of Dixieline Lumber as well as Dunn and Edwards Paint for contributions of discounted materials. The financial support of the Torrey Pines Association combined with the dedication of our recycling crew, under the leadership of Alan Bennett, has resulted in sustaining the first large scale recycling effort at the Reserve in memory. We have successfully opposed the closure of State Park facilities and actively participated in Park Advocacy Day in Sacramento. Finally, under the leadership of Jeff Spivak and Jeannie Smith, as well as the efforts of many volunteer presenters and supporters, we have inducted another 24 members to our Society.

In addition to these particular projects, we have also staffed the Museum through the coordination of Lillian Lachicotte and Irene Larrimore, maintained the Children’s Program under the watchful eyes of Cecily Goode and Laura Lowenstein, patrolled the trails through the oversight of Sherry Doolittle and more recently Mike Pisor, led Special Walks under the organization of Margaret Fillius and led Guided Walks on the week-ends and holidays. Through the coordination of Roger Isaacson, our Communications Director, and the watchful eyes of Bobbie Krueger, Torreyana editor, Sharon Clay Rose, Pinecone editor, and their tireless band of editors, we have been kept informed by ever more impressive editions of our monthly newsletters. What is most gratifying about the last year is the depth of the involvement in these many activities by our membership and by the wide range of Docents participating in these projects.

The challenge facing us as we look forward is to maintain this momentum. A key component of our responsibilities is the staffing of the Lodge at all times. While it may be more invigorating to walk the trails during Trail Patrol, it is important to remember that the key interface with the public is in the Lodge. It is there that we can educate visitors to the Reserve as to the opportunities and limitations within this unique and fragile environment. In this way, we can hopefully help prevent problems before they occur. Lodge Duty is also a delightful opportunity to share our knowledge and understanding of the Reserve with a sometimes less informed public.

Once again, thank you all for your dedication and hard work. See you around the Lodge!

Steve Usher
President,
Torrey Pines Docent Society
Docent Chronicles
August ‘08

Next General Meeting
Sept 13, 2008
National University 11255 North Torrey Pines Road.
At 9 a.m. we will have our business meeting. Following our social coffee break we will hear from our guest speaker.

Program 10:30 a.m.
Nancy Conney from Sky Hunters will introduce a collection of her birds in a lively presentation. Sky Hunters is a bird of prey rescue organization based in Lakeside. Nancy last visited us 2 years ago.

[Ed: Note that the Program and Business meeting times are swapped this month.]

Torrey Pines Docent Society (TPDS) General Meeting
Excerpted from notes from the TPDS General Meeting, August 9, 2008 by Secretary, Ann Williamson. Complete minutes in docent library.

Docent of the Month: Steve Usher
Ann Gaarder is our Docent of the Month.

Treasurer’s Report: Steve Usher for Priscilla Lewis
We are doing well in terms of cash flow. For the year to date, we have a surplus of approximately $6600. This may be a little misleading in that we have a commitment to support Guy Fleming House repair and other projects that are yet to be billed. Also, some of Laura Lowenstein’s charges have not been paid yet.

Children’s Program Report: Cecily Goode
Fall schedule: Children’s Program online signup for teachers begins August 15. If you are doing Lodge Duty and receive a call from a teacher, please ask the caller to go to the TPSR website for Children’s Program signup information. From www.torreypine.org, click on Education > Teacher’s Corner/Field Trips. Docent signup should start in early September with the programs starting around the third week of September.

Training: Kumeyaay Community College in El Cajon will present a two-part class designed especially for us. Dates are August 15 and September 11. These field trips were set up for Children’s Program participants, but any docent is welcome to attend. Please see Cecily Goode or Laura Lowenstein for more information.

Lodge Duty Report: Irene Larrimore
Calendar: Dates for August and September are filled except for a few weekend slots. We have had names disappear from the calendar. If you erase your name, or if you are asked to erase someone else’s name, please be sure to call Lillian Lachicotte or Irene Larrimore.

Phone: There have been some problems using the phone. If you cannot hear the caller, check the volume adjustment. It may also help to put the phone in Speaker mode. Please do not push the Mute button on any of the Visitor Center phones.

Communications: Roger Isaacson
Please submit material to Bobbi Krueger with a copy to Roger.

Extra copies of the August Pinecone are in the docent library. Roger reminded new docents they may read current and previous newsletters online. Other features are available from Docent Login. If you have a question about any docent related topic, just click on Contact Us on torreypine.org to send an email and Eileen Conway will efficiently handle it.

Library: Mike Yang
Journal of California History, Volume 85, 2008, has a well-researched article about the Reserve. The volume is now available in the docent library. A copy of Tumba of Torrey Pines, autographed by both the author and illustrator, was recently given to the library. Judy Schulman has given a Kumeyaay-English dictionary to the library. All three books are available for checkout.

Bookstore: Nancy Woodworth
New items: New books are California History, Volume 85, Strangers in a Stolen Land: America Indians of San Diego County from Prehistory to the 1930s

Just Before Sunset
Bottled water: After long consideration we are going to do a trial sale of bottled water. Each bottle will have a sticker “TPSR, Please recycle” so we can track bottle disposal. The trial period will end September 30.

New sales slip: Nancy thanked Cecil Hornbeck for producing the new sales slip that is organized by price.

Mat cards: Nan Danninger has new Mat (Tsuyoshi Matsumoto) prints that are ready to frame. Nancy thanked her for her work preparing the prints and also for making up the Mat card packs.

Coloring book: Barbara Wallach showed us the coloring book, Flowering Plants of TPSR by Sherry Doolittle, now available in the bookstore.

File photo
Ann was selected for her support role in the Docent Society. Although not a regular on Lodge Duty, Ann will fill in at the last minute when asked. She also is a resource for the rangers, bringing in helpful outside information. Ann has been a docent since 1995.
Trail Patrol: Mike Pisor
Mike thanked Sherry Doolittle for her past Trail Patrol leadership and said he is proud to assume the position. Mike reported a total of 242 trails walked by patrollers during the month of July.
Principal enforcement issues during July were:
- Off trail activity
- Carving in sandstone formations
- Post/cable problems
- How to deal with small children who are disobeying rules.

Ranger Report: Supervising Ranger
Jody Kummer

Volunteer appreciation event: The dinner event will be September 20 at the Reserve upper area. Entertainment may involve some docent interaction.

Full moon walk: A night walk for docents and TPA will be November 12.

Bottled water sales: The ranger staff does support this project.

Recycling: Jody asked the recyclers to please keep the top tied down on the recycle truck to avoid trash blowing out. Black widows have been reported in the recycle containers. The ranger staff will spray the bins.

Restrooms: The original plan to use leach lines may not work out. A sewer hookup would be better. However this is very expensive, as it would require two pump stations to get on the city line. The end of the city line is the golf course. The shortcut trail to the restrooms is currently closed. Whether this closure is permanent is not known at this time.

Live Scan: Docent scanning is postponed until the September meeting.

Owl box: The owl box will first go on display at the Visitor Center. Then it will go to a location near the Guy Fleming House.

Overlook repairs: We cannot get the California Conservation Corps (CCC) until September 2 because of fires and other projects. Maintenance is currently moving rocks in preparation for the CCC.

Parking lot entry for Lodge Duty: If you think the parking lot may be closed when you arrive for Lodge Duty, call ahead to the kiosk. Describe your vehicle to the ranger staff on duty. When you approach the barricade, wait by the bike path. Someone will come out to move the barricade for you.

Benches: Alan Bennett
A group of docents are building eight benches for the Children’s Program. Cutting is nearly complete. The team will be priming and painting the benches on Mondays and Tuesdays starting at 8:30 a.m. Please wear old clothes and come help.

Recycling: Alan Bennett
Each recycle volunteer works about two and a half to three hours per month. Recycle revenue comes back to the reserve. For July, gross recycle income was more than $630. There is a three-hour training program. Contact Alan if you are interested.

No more paper or Styrofoam cups: Steve Usher
Following Jack Paxton’s proposal we will no longer provide disposable cups for the General Meeting break. Chuck Anders will have mugs available to buy at the next meeting. Cost is $1 each. Seven docents indicated definite interest in buying the cups.

Dues: Steve Usher
As previously announced, membership dues are being raised to $25 for Active Members and $40 for Supporting Members. Steve shared with us the history of TPDS dues for Active Members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Active Member Dues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977 - 1985</td>
<td>$3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986 - 1988</td>
<td>$7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989 - 2008</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although accounting for inflation would only raise the Active dues to $20, Steve explained that TPDS has expanded since its beginnings so that we need more funds. We now have a website, a computer system, and an expanded Children’s Program.

Donations are lower now than they were in the past. On the positive side, we have increased income from the Bookstore and Special Walks. The Board has recently taken action to cut janitorial costs.

There were questions about why we can’t use money from the Endowment to cover our increased expenses. Steve explained that the Endowment supports the Reserve, not TPA or TPDS. Endowment money is for long-term projects only and may not be used for maintenance. There is not much money currently available from the Endowment.

Plein Air Festival: Steve Usher and Jeff Spivak
The Lodge at Torrey Pines has changed the date to November 1. The Plein Air is part of the Lodge’s “Celebrate the Craft”, October 30 – November 2. Connie Beardsley is coordinating the Plein Air. Jeff Spivak is in charge of setting up and tearing down. Please contact Jeff if you can help.

Whacky Weeders: Steve Tarkington
The Weeders meet 8:30 – 10:30 on Mondays. If you come to help, the group will teach you to identify those plants that are being removed.

Concession Stand: Steve Usher
If you have comments or concerns about the concession stand, please contact Donna Renner, 619-688-3343. Donna is in charge of concession stands for the State Parks Coast District and is sympathetic to our concerns.

Membership Requirement Committee: Bobbi Krueger
Bobbi thanked those who took time to respond to the survey. The committee will meet to analyze the responses.

“Pitch-in” for recycling at TPSNR
The Torrey Pines Docent Society (TPDS) has been cooperating with the Torrey Pines Association (TPA) this past year to bring recycling to the Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve
(TPSNR). In a typical summer month, i.e. July of this year, we diverted 157 pounds of aluminum and 413 pounds of plastic from the landfill. That is a small step towards implementing the 3Rs program of “Reduce, Reuse, Recycle” here at home. It also means that in July alone we made $637 in new unencumbered revenue for TPSNR. Extrapolating from July’s yield, we can estimate that an average year of recycling will result in diverting 1,250 pounds of aluminum and 3,300 pounds of plastic (a total of almost 2.3 tons “reclaimed”) from the landfill and generate some $5,100 per year for use by the Reserve.

TPA provided the blue recycle bins seen at the north and south parking lots. The bins and plastic liners (500 at $3.00 each) cost the TPA almost $8,000.00. Mike Gonzales graciously lets us use his diesel pickup truck. Teams of two people (usually a man and a woman) pick up the recyclables twice a week during the summer. In the off-season we get by with one pickup per week. A normal recycle run to pick up the contents of all the bins takes 2.5 to 3 hours to complete. In total, we have five locations where people can recycle bottles and cans (we do not recycle glass as it is not permitted on the beach or in the Reserve.) New team members get a thorough two hour training program so they understand the truck’s operation and the steps of the process to empty and clean all the bins. We expect each team member to make at least ten (10) runs per year. Team members wear their “grubbies” and we provide latex gloves so there is no direct contact with recycled materials. This is a great way to get at least 25 hours of TPDS service hours each year. There’s lots of flexibility about who you work with and what time you work.

If this sounds like a program you can support, please contact Alan Bennett at (619) 955-3275 or alanbennett@hotmail.com.

---

**Children’s Program Happenings**

Friday, September 5, 2009 at 9 a.m. Children’s Program docents will spend the morning checking, cleaning and repairing the props used in presentations. Time will also be spent preparing new photo books used on the trails. Come join us and stay as long as you can.

Twenty-four docents traveled to the Kumeyaay College the morning of Aug. 15, 2008 to learn the history and traditions of the Kumeyaay people. There was a wonderful display of books, baskets, pottery and children’s games. We plan to return on Sept. 11, 2008 for the second part of the series.

The online signup for the coming school year opened to teachers August 15th and already there are a number of signups. The first school is scheduled to come on Sept. 18th. Online docents’ participation signup will start soon and we look forward to a full turnout of docents eager to work with enthusiastic teachers, students and parents.

*Cecily Goode, Director*

*Laura Lowenstein, Coordinator*

---

**Lodge Duty Gems- (a monthly series)**

**Lodge Duty Librettos**

*By Judy Schulman*

I find doing lodge duty extremely rewarding. In fact, I do my duties back-to-back on the same day. I am never bored. I enjoy meeting people from all over the world. I welcome the opportunity to change frowns into smiles as I introduce visitors to something about nature that they didn’t know before. I enjoy working with children who are really interested in nature. They are the future caretakers. I greet everyone as they come in as I would someone coming to my home. I try to assess if they want to be left alone to explore or if they would like me to walk them around. After 30 years, I have plenty of stories. Here are some of them.

I like trying to practice my foreign language skills. I only know a few phrases in Japanese and once I did get into trouble. I was trying to greet a person and also tell him that he couldn’t pick the flowers. I guess my pronunciation was good enough as he rapidly started asking me questions (I think they were questions) in Japanese. Boy was I embarrassed when I had to admit that I hadn’t a clue what he said. Fortunately his English was good!

Some people ask if they can bring their dog. Of course the answer is “no.” But one day a person called who wanted to bring her bird. She explained that her bird was caged all day and she wanted it to have an outdoor experience. I told her that its outdoor experience might include being eaten by a hawk. Needless to say she didn’t come to the park.

I like to interact with visitors regarding what they see in the displays. My favorite one is to get them to look at the menu. I point out that if a whole dinner was $1.00, didn’t 50 cents for tea seem a little expensive? When I ask them what was so special about the tea up here, these are some of the common misconceptions:

- Harder to boil water at this altitude (we are practically at sea level)
- It was imported from Europe/China
- Made the tea from Torrey pine needles

**Vector Control Program**

The County of San Diego Vector Control is actively trying to keep mosquito population down in the County and thereby control the incidence of human cases of West Nile Virus. With several cases already reported in communities immediately north and east of TPSNR we offer this information. Report dead birds and possible mosquito breeding sites: (888)551.INFO (4636). A Vector Control Technician will be sent to investigate and deal with the problem.
Plant Poachers
by Lady Maconochie; published in "The Scotsman" September 1967 (minor changes and adaptation by Ken King).
Awake, my Muse, bring bell and book
To curse the hand that cuttings took.
May every sort of garden pest
His little plot of ground infest
Who stole the plants from Torrey Pines,
Including cactuses with spines!
Let caterpillars, capsid bugs,
Leaf-hoppers, thrips, all sorts of slugs
Play havoc with his garden plot,
And a late frost destroy the lot.

Volunteer Appreciation Dinner
September 20
Jody Kummer, Supervising Ranger invites all docents to the Visitor Center for the annual Docent Appreciation Dinner. Appetizers will be at 5:30 and dinner on the back patio at 6 p.m. It's expected to again be a fun evening with docent friends and park staff. RSVP by leaving a message with a park aide or on Jody Kummer's phone or via email: tpsr.coordinator@roadrunner.com

What to do in case of a Rattlesnake Bite
by Ed Vodrazka, Chief Lifeguard
Snake bites are very treatable with very few lingering effects. Assure the patient that they will be OK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call 911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep the patient calm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash the site with soap and water (if available).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove jewelry on affected limb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit movement of the limb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep the limb below the level of the heart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try to identify the snake.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try to identify the bite pattern:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there two fang marks or U-shaped bite marks?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Eyewitness to a Tragedy

[Ed: By now most of you have heard the news of the TP Beach landslide that resulted in a man’s death on July 20th. The following note from Docent Bill Key was sent to Mike Pisor, ITP head and SR Jody Kummer shortly after the tragedy.]

Mike and Jody,

My wife and I were near Flat Rock when the cliff slide occurred yesterday. We heard a loud bang and turned around to see a cloud of dust from the slide area - about 50 feet north of the steps to the beach [photo]. Two men were pawing through the debris and screaming about an injured person. My wife called 911 while I called the SURCOM number [programmed into my cell phone]. I explained what happened and where, and to send an emergency response vehicle along the beach [call time 1:16 PM]. Other people were also calling emergency. Ranger Kyle was first on the scene. He asked my wife to warn him of further cliff slides while he gave CPR to the injured man. I stood north of the area and kept bystanders away. Shortly thereafter a frogman swam in from a rescue boat. Then lifeguards and San Diego Police arrived. A rescue helicopter circled but didn’t land. My wife and I gave our names, as witnesses, to a policeman. We then walked back to our car parked in the beach lot, avoiding newspeople. Along the way, I advised several groups of sunbathers to get further away from the cliffs. [Most, but not all, complied]. We tried to drive uphill to visitor center, but we were told road was blocked per order of state police. We then left.

Bill Key

DON'T STAY TOO CLOSE TO THE BLUFFS
The best thing docents can do is educate people who are too close to the bluffs of the risks. This failure (of the cliff) was rather small compared to bluff failures we have had in the past, nevertheless it was fatal. The small area just north of the beach stairs will remain taped off although I am sure there are places along the bluff that are a lot more dangerous. Signs have been posted along the bluffs and people walk at their own risk.

This should be an eye opener for all of us to not get complacent down on the beach.

Kyle Knox, TPSNR Ranger

[Ed: Here are two non-fatal cliff fall photos, in the same area on either side of the Beach Trail stairs. The first was in almost exactly the same location (photo by Wes Farmer) in 2007. The second was on July 21, 2008 onto a cliff trail that is heavily used when the tide is high (by Roger Isaacson).]
The "Geriatric Patrol" Is On the March

By Alan Bennett

A "vital" group of docents has been sprucing up the Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve (TPSNR). Besides painting the posts for the post-and-cable fencing and setting some damaged posts back in place and restringing cable, we have been restoring furniture around the Lodge. To date we have repaired, sanded and varnished:

- 8 benches with arms built principally with 2" x 2's"
  (originally an Eagle Scout Project)
- 2 "Daughters of the American Colonists," armed redwood benches on the front porch
- 1 six-foot, armed redwood bench with the seat made of 2" x 's" located at the Lodge
- 1 Philippine mahogany bench on north porch of the Lodge
- 1 Hufbauer, armed bench on north porch of the Lodge
- 1 Teak, armed bench in the Whitaker Garden
- 2 ten-foot long armed yellow cedar benches on the front patio.

Repaired, sanded and painted dark brown:
- 13 six-foot long bench seats in the Children's Amphitheater
- 1 speakers' bench in Children's Amphitheater
- 2 six-foot benches along the northern observation rim
- 1 six-foot bench at the branch on Guy Fleming Trail
- 4 five-foot benches along the northern and eastern observation trail
- 2 six-foot benches with seats made of 2" x 4" located around the Lodge.

The ten-foot long serving table was completely rebuilt, strengthened and painted as was the "Butcher Block" table normally used in social functions on the north patio of the Lodge.

That's forty-one pieces of furniture that have been brought back to productive and attractive use at TPSNR. In addition, three of the museum tables are in the process of being restored.

The "Geriatric Patrol" is now pressing toward completion of eight new six-foot benches for the Children's Program.

[Added in proof: These benches are now finished.]


But we can always use more help at our Monday or Tuesday mornings 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. scheduled work shifts. Come when you can and leave when you must. For more information, contact Alan Bennett at alanbennett@hotmail.com or (619) 955-3275.
Long-Billed Curlew near Flatrock in the evening

Photos by Herb Knufken  [Ed: See also Herb’s fantastic collection at www.pbase.com/herb1rm ]

Caspian Tern, North Torrey Pines Beach in the morning

Snowy Egret with fish, Peñasquitos Lagoon outlet 7 a.m.


Total of 72 species (unusual sightings shown with an asterisk and in italics)

(G) Heard call only

Gadwall 1
Mallard 15
Surf Scoter 30
California Quail 16
Red-throated Loon (?) 1
Common Loon 4
Pied-billed Grebe 5
Brown Pelican 36
Brandt's Cormorant 3
Double-crested Cormorant 10
Great Blue Heron 4
Great Egret 5
Snowy Egret 20
Little Blue Heron 1
Green Heron 1
Black-crowned Night-Heron 1
White-faced Ibis 2

White-tailed Kite 2
Northern Harrier 1
Red-throated Hawk 1
Peregrine Falcon 2
Killdeer 3
Greater Yellowlegs 1
Willet 1
Whimbrel 4
Long-billed Curlew 2
Long-billed Dowitcher 1
Heermann's Gull 132
Ring-billed Gull 3
California Gull 13
Western Gull 31
Caspian Tern 7
Royal Tern 61
Elegant Tern 6
Rock Pigeon 3
Mourning Dove 14
Greater Roadrunner 1
White-throated Swift 5
Anna's Hummingbird 15

Costa's Hummingbird 1
Nuttall's Woodpecker 3
Black Phoebe 11
Cassin's Kingbird 5
Western Scrub-Jay 8
American Crow 8
Common Raven 9
Northern Rough-winged Swallow 4
Cliff Swallow 5
Bushtit 30
Bewick's Wren 5
House Wren 3
Marsh Wren 2
California Gnatcatcher 8
Wrentit 19
Northern Mockingbird 3
California Thrasher 1
Orange-crowned Warbler 1
Yellow Warbler 1
Common Yellowthroat 12
Spotted Towhee 3

California Towhee 40
Rufous-crowned Sparrow 1
Savannah Sparrow (Belding's) 12
Song Sparrow 20
Black-headed Grosbeak 2
Red-winged Blackbird 34
Brewer's Blackbird 18
Hooded Oriole 1
House Finch 348
Lesser Goldfinch 15
American Goldfinch 10
House Sparrow 1

Observers: Gary Grantham,
Herb Knufken, Blair Francis,
Jack Friery, Don Grine, Kathy
Dickey, Cynthia Parnell

Previous months are posted on the TPSR website at www.torreypinesreserve.org 
On the menu bar point to “Activities” and then click on “Bird-sightings.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| L- Ketner/ 
W- Rowbottom 
L- Geist 
L- Hartung/Reichar | L- B. Arnold 
L- Fiorentino | L- Ivany 
L- Heinemann | L- Burke 
L- A. Marshall | L- Dickey 
L- Grantham 
L- A. Marshall | L- Tarkington 
L- Heinemann 
L- Lundstrom | L- Schulman/ 
W- Bedinger 
L- Schulman/ 
W- Stiegl 
L- Sabella/ |
| L- Ketner/Kind 
W- Cassell 
L- Bedinger/ 
W- Brav 
L-C&B Hornbeck | L- C. Smith/J.Adamo 
L- F. Doolittle | L- Tarkington 
L- Heinemann | L- Blantz 
L- Nagamine 
L- Tozer | L- S. Krueger 
L- Lombardi | L- Kind/ 
L- McGee/Justice 
L- / |
| L- Ketner 
W- Whitlock/ 
W- Burham 
L- Hartung/Reichar | L- C. Smith 
L- Heinemann | L- Scholfield 
L- McCordle | L-P. Burke 
L- Sticher/Pfleger | L- Blantz 
L- Larimore 
L- Lombardi | L- P. Burke 
L- Neumeister 
W- Geist 
L- Russell/Danning |
| L- Ketner 
W-S. Doolittle 
L- W. Stiegler | L- Fiorentino 
L- F. Doolittle | L- A. Marshall 
L- Heinemann | L- 9-12 (wkends) or 10-1 
L- 12-3 (wkends) or 1-4 
L- 3-6 (wkends) | Lodge Duty Hours | Walks |

To sign up for an opening, call docent on duty (858 755-8219) to confirm the time & write your name in the Logbook. If you cannot do your duty, please try to find your own substitute by switching with another docent or using the short-notice list. Then call the docent on duty to make the change in the Logbook. **Coordinators:** Irene Larimore (858 509-9604) & Lillian Lachicotte (858 481-6237)